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Abstract

This paper presents dynamic analysis of a high
altitude long endurance unmanned aerial
vehicle (HARVE-2). Panel method has been
used to compute aerodynamic characteristics of
high wing monoplane with V-shape empennage.
Weight prediction, finding mass distribution and
computing the moments of inertia has been
included into analysis. Steady trimmed flight
conditions were found from a nonlinear set of
equations of motion. Stability derivatives were
computed basing on pressure distribution and
were compared to those obtained from
simplified engineering procedures. Damping
and frequency coefficients for natural modes of
vibrations were computed and discussed in
details. A number of stability characteristics for
various flight altitude and mass of the airplane
(changeable with flight path) has been included
and discussed in the paper. This analysis can be
treated as a starting point for further refinement
of dynamic characteristics in the context of
flying and handling qualities.

1 Introduction

Fig.1 HALE UAV conceptual design

Stratospheric flights can provide wide, new
opportunities for commercial, scientific and
military activity. The reason to fly at ultra high
altitudes is not only to see further at wider
angle, but also to be safer against manned
interceptor aircraft and also to fly above most
commercial aircraft. Although powered
airplanes have reached ultra high altitudes
(more than 20 km) and they are able to operate
continuously through long time (several days)
there are still such areas of flight envelope
where challenges of high altitude and long
endurance (HALE) have not yet been met. Such
aircraft must be unmanned and has to be
operated autonomously or under remote control.
Numerous UAV programs (including HALE
missions designs) ended without becoming
practical. It seems that there exist at least four
serious obstacles, to overcome them can mean
the successful building of HALE aircraft. These
obstacles are very special aerodynamic (low
Reynolds Numbers together with transonic
speeds), very light structures usually of high
aspect ratio, propulsion technology and flight
control system (usually combining the best
features of preprogrammed and hand-flown
modes). Various conceptual projects of HALE
UAV were presented and discussed by the
author in the Aircraft Design Journal [1]. This
paper focuses mainly on the flight dynamics and
flight control system of the HALE UAV,
selected among other configuration. It is a high-
wing monoplane having 3600 kg starting mass,
26 km ceiling, 27000 km range and 54 h
endurance. Analysis is based on the linearized
equation of motion of a rigid aeroplane with
deflectable elevator and ailerons. An important
point in the analysis was estimating the stability
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derivatives. Some of these derivatives change
versus altitude due to change of viscosity and
the boundary layer thickness. It was the reason
that the stability derivatives were computed by
means of modified panel methods, and
compared with the results of classical
engineering approach. Panel methods gave the
estimation of the longitudinal and lateral
stability derivatives of this complex
configuration with a greater degree of
confidence than could usually be ascribed to
estimates of these derivatives by engineering
methods (DATCOM [2] or ESDU [3]). The
stability and control characteristics of the basic
airplane were assessed in the context of flying
and handling qualities requirements.

2  Design layout

To meet important requirements laid down in
the high altitude long endurance patrol mission
specification, a number of design configuration
have been considered [4,5]. In this paper only a
high wing monoplane will be considered
because just this configuration has the best both
specific range and endurance computed for the
maximum endurance flight conditions [1]. Also,
this configuration has the highest rate of climb
and the shortest time to reach service ceiling.
Wing has high aspect ratio equal to 19.3, span
of 34 m and wing area equal to 60 m2. Wing is
supported to the main container by the double-
rod angle strut, increasing both bending and
torsional wing stiffness, Fig.2,3,4. Tailplane has
V-shape of negative dihedral angle with full
span and 25 % flaps chord. Three-point fixed
landing gear is attached to the container. The
fuselage is fixed with container using vertical
thin-walled pylon. Sufficient power at departure
altitude could be obtained only by the use of
multistage turbocharger with a liquid
intercooler. The compound propulsion system
concept, developed by GROB Luft und
Raumfahrt for STRATO 2C, has been adopted,
as a basic solution with a modification presented
in [1]. The power requirement of the aircraft - a
product of drag and airspeed - increases rapidly
with altitude. A suitable regulated turbocharger
of the modified, compound propulsion system

can maintain its available power of 400 kW at a
constant value right up to the design altitude.
Details of the compound propulsion system are
given in [1,4,5,6]. The construction of the
aircraft is based on glass fibre / carbon fibre
design, including the fuselage, the container
with measuring apparatus and a spring
undercarriage [7].

3  Masses and moments of inertia

The most important airplane components with
their mass values (kg) and coordinates of mass
centres (m.) are given in Tab.1 All coordinates
are given in the design frame of reference, fixed
to the quarter of Mean Aerodynamic Chord
(MAC). Axis x is parallel to MAC and is
directed backwards of airplane, axis z is
perpendicular to x axis and directed upwards.

Tab.1 Airplane components, their masses
and coordinates

N Airplane
components

mass x y z

1 right wing 256 0.5 15 0
2 left wing 256 0.5 -15 0
3 fore body 11.4 -2 0 0
4 main body 114 0 0 0
5 rear body 126 2.5 0 0
6 right tailplane 46 6.3 2.4 -1.5
7 left tailplane 46 6.3 -2.4 -1.5
8 right strut 25 0 2.9 -1.7
9 left strut 25 0 -2.9 -1.7
10 power unit 250 -1.5 0 0
11 pylon 22 0.4 0 -1.7
12 container 86 -0.5 0 -3.5
13 apparatus 300 -1 0 -3.5
14 front wheel 20 -1.5 0. -4.5
15 right landing gear 30 2.4 2.5 -4.4
16 left landing gear 30 2.4 -2.5 -4.4
17 fuel I - right wing 750 0.69 5 0
18 fuel I - left wing 750 0.69 -5 0
19 fuel II- right wing 250 -0.3 8 0
20 fuel II- left wing 250 -0.3 -8 0
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Mass of the whole airplane and its coordinates
(in the variant with full fuel tanks) are equal to
3640 kg and (0.39 m; 0; -0.54 m), respectively.
Coordinates of the pseudo-tensor of inertia are:
Jx=219000 kg*m2; Jy=14600 kg*m2;
Jz=220000 kg*m2; JXZ=277 kg*m2. In the case
of empty main fuel tanks the whole airplane
mass and its coordinates are equal to 2140 kg
and (0.18 m; 0; -0.92 m), respectively.

4  Aerodynamic characteristics

In this paper all design decisions and
recommendations were based on results
obtained from panel method for thick surfaces.
Panel method originates from Laplace’s
equation, ∆Φ = 0,   for the velocity potential Φ
and disturbance velocity potential ϕ [8,9]. The
solution of Laplace's equation for the full
velocity potential has the following form:

Φ( , , )x y z =
1
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where
doublet  strength:   µ = - (Φ - Φi ) ;                   (3)
 source strength:     σ = ∂µ/∂n  .              (4)
•  Kutta-Zhukovsky condition at the trailing

edge:
 ∆p x y TE( , ) = 0     ,              (5)

•  condition on the wake:
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Assuming that the inner velocity potential
ΦΦΦΦi is equal to the potential at infinity, ΦΦΦΦ∞∞∞∞, then
from eq. (1) one can obtain an integral equation
in the form of equation (2). Eq. (2) can be

approximated by a set of linear equations with
unknown strength of doublets µ (being constant
over each panel):
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coefficients:
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where

N      - number  of panels over the whole aircraft;
Nw    - number  of panels over the wake;
S1234 - area of k-th panel.

For easier paneling the airplane has been
divided into a number of segments. Each
segment has been divided next into panels as
follows:
main wing - 400
pylon - 40
fuselage - 432
tailplane - 200
container - 208.

For the case of symmetric flow 640 panels
were used, for the case of asymmetric (arbitrary)
flow the full number of panels (1280) was used.
Fig.5 shows the whole surface of airplane
divided into panels. Fig.6 shows details of
paneling in the region of the connection of
fuselage, pylon, container and wing. The
condition of node compatibility along the
adjacent edges has to be fulfilled [10]. It enables
moving from one object (segment) to another
when differentiating. Moreover, in the
discontinuity region, some panel strips on the
extreme edge are usually added. This way,
dividing into panels in the direction
perpendicular to the edge, is compressed. It
results in a much smaller interpolation error
appearing in the discontinuity region [10].

Wakes were assumed to exist behind main
wing and tailplane only. To avoid the iterative
process (necessary if the shape of wake should
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be determined) it was assumed that wakes are
flat. In such a case no boundary condition was
imposed over the wake. To obtain the
singularities strengths over the wakes it was
assumed that these strengths were related to
those of distributed on body surface by means
of Kutta-Joukowski condition. It enables
reduction of number of unknown parameters
and equations to the number of panels on the
airplane surface. Selected computational results
are presented in Fig.7 and include pressure
distribution over airplane surface at angle of
attack: α= 4o.

Results obtained from panel method,
compared and supplemented by DATCOM [2]
& ESDU [3] were used in stability analysis. The
most important aerodynamic data are
summarised below:
•  lift curve-slope CLα = 0.114 1/deg
•  maximum lift coefficient CLmax =1.2
•  zero lift angle α0 = -4.5o

•  drag polar equation
CD = CDmin + K * (CL - CL0)

2   where
K=0.0155; CL0 = -0.0054 and  CDmin is given
in Tab.2.

Tab.2 Minimum drag coefficient versus flight
altitude

H (km) CDmin

0 0.013
5 0.013
10 0.013
15 0.015
20 0.022
25 0.042

•  pitching moment coefficient (without
tailplane) about quarter chord point:

 Cm,W+B = -0.008*CL - 0.10
•  tailplane data: a1 = 0.069 1/deg ; a2 = 0.027

1/deg ;    av1 = -.040 ; av2 = 0.016 1/deg
•  variation of airplane rolling moment

coefficient with aileron deflection angle:
 Clδa = -0.0027 1/deg
•  downwash fuction: ε = dε/dα*α + ε0 (α=0),

where   dε/dα = 0.426;    ε0 (α=0) = 1.9o

•  neutral point of stability is placed at 59 % of
MAC.

5  Steady trimmed flight conditions

In the steady trimmed flight a number of
independent variables has been selected and
found from a nonlinear set of equations of
equilibrium. Among these independent variables
are: thrust, angle of attack and elevator
deflection. All these variables are shown versus
speed for different flight altitude at Fig.8,9,10.
An average gradient of angle of attack and
elevator deflection versus speed is practically
independent of flight altitude. Gradient of
thrust-required curve versus velocity decreases
for higher flight altitude, mainly due to
increasing the minimum drag coefficient CD0

and induced drag coefficient, K*CL
2 . Fig.11,12

show lift coefficient on the main wing, and
angle of attack, both versus speed for different
flight altitude.

6   Dynamic stability

Differential equations of motion together with
kinamatic relationship have the form [10,11,12]

Mx B x! = ,                         (10)

where M and B denote mass and generalized
stiffness matrices of order 8x8.
The eigenvalues corresponding to matrix
equation are

λi = ξi + i*ηi ,                 (11)
where ξi , ηi are damping and frequency
coefficients.

Tab.3 Comparison of selected stability
derivatives
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The analysis of damping and frequency for
natural modes of vibration made with the aid of

STB package [13], using different sets of
stability derivatives (given in Tab.3) shows that
stability characteristics are consistent in quality,
and that the existing discrepancies have only a
quantitative character. In all cases one does not
observe the change of stability type, i.e.
changing either from stable state into unstable
one or vice versa. Scatter of results (ξ and  η)
obtained from different models for all modes are
rather insignificant. Damping and frequency
coefficients for natural modes of vibration are
shown in Fig.13-17. Analysis shows that
dynamic stability of HARVE-2 deteriorates if
the flight altitude increases. Damping of short
period, Duch roll, rolling mode and phugoid
decreases for higher flight altitude. Spiral is the
only one mode, the negative damping (positive
ξ) of that decreases for higher flight altitudes. In
Tab.4 time to double amplitude for different
flight altitude is shown. The short period
frequency coefficient (Fig.14) initially increases
and then decreases as the flight altitude
increases. The Duch Roll frequency coefficient
decreases monotonically as the flight altitude
increases, Fig.17. Time to double of the spiral
mode versus flight altitude is given in Tab.4 and
is acceptable in spite of the spiral instability.

Tab.4 Time to double of the spiral mode

H (km) 0 5 10 15 20 25
T2 (sec) 9 13 15 29 30 44

Fig.18-22 present an influence of airplane
mass onto damping and frequency coefficients.
One can observe that short period, Dutch roll,
phugoid and spiral modes are better damped for
smaller mass of airplane. Only the rolling mode
damping is weaker for smaller mass. Frequency
coefficients of Duch roll and phugoid modes
increase for smaller mass, whereas they
decrease for the short period mode.

7 Conclusion

Presented analysis can be treated as a starting
point for further improvement of dynamic
characteristics in the context of flying and
handling qualities. Steady trimmed flight
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conditions and stability characteristics appeared
to be sensitive with respect to a number of
aerodynamic characteristics, especially to polar
drag curve, downwash and pitching moment
coefficient. These characteristics should be
computed more accurately in the future analysis,
using more advanced CFD methods. Damping
of short period and Dutch roll modes for the
considered airplane configuration should be
augmented using Automatic Flight Control
Systems.

Fig.2 Side view of Harve 2 airplane

Fig.3 Front view of Harve 2 airplane

Fig.4 Plain view of whole airplane

Fig.5 Surface divided into panels

Fig.6 Connection of wing with fuselage and
container with pylon

Fig.7 Pressure distribution for α = 4o
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Fig.8 Thrust-required versus speed for various
flight altitude
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Fig.9 Angle of attack versus speed for various
flight altitude
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Fig.10 Elevator deflection  versus speed for
various flight altitude
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Fig.11 Lift coefficient versus speed for various
flight altitude
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Fig.12 Tailplane angle of attack versus speed
for various flight altitude
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Fig.13 Damping coefficients of rolling mode
versus speed for various flight altitude
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Fig.14 Damping & frequency coefficients of
short period mode  versus speed for various

flight altitude
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Fig.15 Damping & frequency coefficients of
Dutch roll  mode  versus speed for various flight
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Fig.17 Damping coefficients of spiral  mode
versus speed for various flight altitude
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